CHAPTER X

TRADITION HISTORY
David R. Catchpole
The German word Traditionsgeschichte is often translated into English as
"tradition criticism", but this term suffers from the same defects as the term
"form criticism" when that stands for Formgeschichte. For Geschichte does
not mean "criticism" but rather, in this context, "meaningful process" and
"changeful movement". In New Testament study, therefore, the term "tradition criticism" would be better abandoned and replaced by the term "tradition history", interpreted in the sense of an on-going process of development
in the form and/or meaning of concepts or words or sayings or blocks of
material. The pattern, the limits and the range of such a development may of
course vary. One example would be the evolution in the thought of a given
writer, as for instance the use of the term "head" for an unspecified member
of the body of Christ in the earlier Pauline letters (e.g. 1 Cor. 12:21) but its
application to Christ alone in later Pauline letters (e.g. Col. 1: 18; Eph. 4: 15).
Another example would be the idea suggested by some that "Son of man" is
a term used by Jesus without implying any equation between himself and
that figure, while at a subsequent stage in the traditional process the identification is established. As to the range of the overall tradition-historical
development, the most widely used is that which stretches from the
historical Jesus via the Aramaic-speaking/Palestinian Jewish-Christian community and the Hellenistic Jewish-Christian community through to Gentile
Christianity. 1
It follows from this summary that "tradition history" includes "redaction
criticism/history". The latter term, which in the case of the gospels stands
for the refashioning and editing of material by the theologically active
evangelist, is only a special case of the former. But as such it draws attention
to evidence within the text which permits comparisons and contrasts
between different versions. This demonstrates the fact of development and
indicates certain tendencies within the transmission process, with the result
that tradition-historical study as such is protected from any charge of imposing an alien pattern upon the text. That is, we are not limited to
dependence upon a priori presuppositions or the making of statements
about what may conceivably have happened; we can repeatedly see with our
eyes what actually did happen. So tradition history, as an idea, can be tested
by the evidence provided by redaction criticism, its special case.
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But tradition history stretches much further. It is not simply concerned
with the interaction of a man and his sources but also with the process of
development in material which, though related, does not have that
relationship structured by direct literary dependence. Thus, for instance,
redaction criticism is concerned with the use made by Matthew and Luke of
the earlier Markan and Q versions of the parable of the mustard seed (Mk.
4:30--32, and par.). In this way it contributes evidence of one stage of tradition history. But the latter will also be concerned with how a postulated
original form of the parable may have developed into those variant forms
which underlie the Markan and Q versions. Similarly, redaction criticism is
concerned with the use made by John of, for example, his sources underlying John 2: 13-22, but tradition history as a whole includes this and also the
process which has produced the variant forms of the material in John's
sources and in Mark 11:15-18, 27-33; 14:58.
If the relationship between redaction criticism and tradition history is so
close, it is just the same in respect of form criticism. The work of the
pioneers of form criticism, 2 and indeed already before them D. F. Strauss
and the Tiibingen school of the 19th century, makes this plain. For as soon
as the post-Easter churches are seen creatively at work inside the gospel
traditions; as soon as variations in outlook among those early churches are
appreciated; as soon as distinct concepts and traditions are assigned to
various sources and settings; as soon as history-of-religions parallels are invoked to this end; just so soon has form history become, in fact, tradition
history. So it is not too much to say that the totality of the application of the
historical-critical method can be described as tradition-historical criticism.
As with other areas of New Testament study, so in this attempt to
reconstruct a tradition-historical scheme, important questions about
methods and criteria for decisions are raised. It is necessary to ask about the
criteria for deciding whether or not given traditions belong to one and the
same tradition-historical development. It is also necessary to ask about
criteria for determining the setting of any given material in the mission of
Jesus or in the life of a post-Easter community. And at every stage questions
therefore arise about implications concerning historicity or otherwise. A few
examples may perhaps help in exposing the issues.
I. Post-Easter Material

Firstly, there seems to be some relationship between Luke 22:27: "I am
among you as the servant", and Mark 10:45: "The Son of man came not to
be served but to serve and to give his life as a ransom for many", and also 1
Timothy 2:5: " ... the man ... who gave himself as a ransom for all".
Powerful arguments have been put forward by J. Jeremias in favour of
locating Mark 10:45 within Palestinian tradition, while 1 Timothy 2:5 has
"a more pronounced Greek flavour in every word". 3 But what about Luke
22:27? This saying is not in a direct literary relationship with Mark 10:45
but, if it emerges that the variations between the Lukan and Markan forms
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are typical of the sort of fluctuation shown by the gospel tradition as a
whole, it would appear likely that some non-literary relationship exists
between the two. Now in view of its less advanced theological content, Luke
22:27 is unlikely to be a later form of Mark 10:45, but it could very easily
be, as often suggested, an earlier form. And if it does turn out that these
forms are neither unrelated nor explicable in terms of a "Jesus might have
said it twice" argument, we shall not only have here the raw material of a
tradition-historical development but also find ourselves confronted by
evidence that gospel sayings cannot without more ado be taken as ipsissima
verba of Jesus.
Secondly, there are marked divergences in the wording of Peter's confession, "You are the messiah" (Mk. 8:29). Matthew has in addition the term
"the Son of the living God", and Luke the extra words "of God". How
should the variation be explained? A harmonizing additive approach would
produce the form, "You are the messiah of God, the Son of the living God",
but this would immediately run into difficulties. Firstly, the overloaded wording is awkward, and all the more so if we add extra wording from the
parallel in John 6:69: "the holy one of God". 4 Secondly, it is hard to
envisage the evangelists reducing the wording of Peter's statement and scaling down his acclamation of Jesus as ex hypothesi they did. More likely is
the view that Matthew and Luke have added phrases which amount to their
own commentary on the idea of messiahship. But in that case we reduce
drastically the likelihood that their additions are historical, and again we
find ourselves involved inexorably in the tradition-historical enquiry.
Thirdly, to argue that a phrase here or a nuance there is unhistorical
would not worry many who would, however, be seriously disturbed by the
idea that any sayings are as a whole inauthentic. In other words, the fact
that a saying is in the gospel tradition at all is for those persons a sufficient
guarantee that it goes back substantially to Jesus. But since we are compelled to include in a discussion of tradition history an examination of the
criteria for authenticity, this approach must be examined. And when it is examined the actual contents of the gospel tradition suggest (in the view of the
present writer, though on this, as on all controversial topics, opinions would
be divided 5 ) that this approach has serious flaws, and correspondingly that
allowance needs to be made for a greater degree of post-Jesus creativity
within that tradition.
Take, for instance, Matthew 18:17: "If he (the offending brother) refuses
to listen to the church, let him be to you as a Gentile and a tax collector." This saying has in mind a disciplinary purification of the community,
which is somewhat discordant with the message of the two parables of the
wheat and the tares (Mt. 13:24-30), and the dragnet (Mt. 13:47f). •
Moreover, the saying presupposes an audience which is Jewish and which
also depreciates and excludes Gentiles and tax collectors. 7 This seems most
unlike the historical Jesus. The exclusion of the Gentiles was hardly his approach: quite the contrary, he announced in word (Mt. 8:11f.) and action
(Mk. 11: 15-1 7) their acceptance and continually held them up as those
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whose example the Jews should follow in responding to the appeal or word
of God (Lk. 7:9; 10:12-14; 11:310. And what applies to the Gentiles
applies even more forcefully to the tax collectors. It was their inclusion, their
joyful participation in his fellowship meals, their genuine repentance, which
Jesus was prepared to defend with vigour and in the teeth of scathing
criticism (Lk. 7:34; 15:1f; Mk. 2:15-17). 8 So it appears to be unlikely that
Matthew 18:17 is authentic: indeed, it seems to represent a later acceptance
of attitudes which Jesus himself had resisted. 9
Similar issues are raised by Matthew 23 :2f: "The scribes and the
Pharisees sit on Moses' seat; so practise and observe everything they say to
you ... ". Such a saying undergirds Pharisaic traditional teaching with
Mosaic authority, 10 and accepts Moses as the final court of appeal. Far
from making any distinction between law and tradition, 11 this saying
belongs to the same rabbinic outlook as that expressed in, for instance, Peah
2:6: "Nahum the Scrivener said: 'I have received a tradition from R.
Measha, who received it from his father, who received it from the zugoth,
who received it from the prophets as a halakah given to Moses from Sinai"
(cf. Aboth 1:1). But the historical Jesus does not seem to have adopted so
conservative an attitude to either tradition or law: indeed, it is probable that
the combined effect of the evidence in Mark 7:15, 10:2-9, the traditions underlying Matthew 5:21-48, and Luke 9:60 12 is that Jesus authoritatively
declared the will of God and proceeded on that basis to evaluate certain
laws, but not that he set about deducing the will of God directly from the
law. In that case, we would have to ask whether an alternative post-Easter
setting is available for Matthew 23 :2f. In view of the Pharisaic membership
and theological influence within the church, which is attested in Acts 15:5;
21:20 (cf. Gal. 2:4f, 12), the answer might not be hard to reach.
We therefore conclude that the gospel tradition itself compels us to
engage in tradition-historical enquiry. In looking to the gospels as sources
for the sayings and actions of Jesus we can hardly avoid attributing to the
later post-Easter stage both the redaction of material, and, on occasion, its
creation. But we still have to discuss the validity of two related arguments
which are often used in order to restrain tradition-historical work. The first
takes the form of a denial of differences between parallel traditions in the interests of a harmonistic uniformity and in heavy reliance on the hypothesis
of eyewitness testimony. The second maximizes the differences and argues
for the separate distinctness of the incidents or settings or sayings concerned. These arguments and approaches to the text must be taken seriously and
submitted to the test of the text itself in order that the problems of method
which they raise may have justice done to them. We shall, therefore, take
some relevant examples and, in so doing, hope not only to assess these approaches but also to illustrate the tradition-historical method in action.
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11. Unique Sayings and Incidents
In principle there is of course every likelihood that Jesus did say certain
things twice though in variant forms, and also that certain sorts of incident
did occur more than once. The question is whether the actual phenomena of
the tradition are adequately accounted for in every case by the invocation of
such a principle. We can, I believe, see the guidelines for the use of the
tradition-historical method emerging specially clearly in cases where a unique and unrepeated (and often unrepeatable) situation is in involved. This
uniqueness can be grounded in either literary or historical considerations.
1.

AN EXAMPLE OF LITERARY CONSIDERATIONS.

The New Testament contains several passages which presuppose an
equation: Jesus = Wisdom. This is the case in the pre-Pauline material in
Philippians 2:6-11 and Colossians 1:15-20, as well as in the Johannine
prologue. 13 In the fourth gospel, indeed, this equation is presumed not only
in sayings about Jesus but also in sayings of Jesus (see especially 4: 14;
6:35). But what about the synoptic tradition?
In Matthew 11 :2-19 = Luke 7: 18-3 5 a long section of material common
to both gospels is climaxed in a saying about wisdom. For Matthew
"wisdom is justified by her works" ( 11: 19), but for Luke "wisdom is justified
by all her children" (7:35). It is the relationship between Jesus and wisdom
in the developing tradition which here concerns us. It must, first, be quite
clear that the literary setting of each version of the saying proves that the
same saying is under consideration. That is, "Jesus might have said it twice"
is not a viable option. Secondly, we clearly have to choose between the two
rather than to amalgamate them 14 if we are to avoid producing a
theologically confused hybrid version. Thirdly, the identity of the "children
of wisdom" in the Lukan strand is already made plain by the word mivrwv
which negatively precludes John and Jesus (7:330 and positively takes up
mi<; .Aao<; ...... xa"t o~ re.Awvat in 7:29. The link between 7:29 and 7:35 is
reinforced by the common use of 8txawvv. For Luke, John and Jesus are the
messengers of wisdom, and the people at large and the tax collectors are her
children. 15 It is probable that Luke's understanding is broadly in line with
that of Q (even though the mivrwv of 7:35 is typical of his style and is
probably his own editorial insertion), for 7:29f contains un-Lukan features
and is probably substantially drawn from Q. 16 At the Q stage it probably
did not include mi.; .Aa6.; but did refer to prostitutes, in view of Matthew
21:32 which is related to Luke 7:29f and in view of Luke's addition of
7:36-50 immediately afterwards: 17 the latter passage, which centres on "a
woman which was a sinner", may well have been introduced at this point in
reminiscence of the Q form of Luke 7:29. Be that as it may, Q like Luke saw
John and Jesus as wisdom's messengers, 18 and those who responded to their
missions as wisdom's children. This usage of the "children of wisdom" idea
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is of course in line with the Old Testament tradition of wisdom's children as
those who listen attentively to her teaching (Pr. 8:32f; Ecclus. 4:11; 15:2).
This reconstruction depends, however, on the Matthaean reference to
wisdom's "works" being secondary. But this is indeed extremely likely. For
Matthew 11 as a whole exhibits a uniform pattern of concern with "works".
This is the case in 11 :2 where the words rd eeya roii Xeunoii are unlikely to
have been omitted by Luke if they stood in Q, and therefore are attributable
to Matthew. 19 This is also the case in 11:20-23 which Matthew has added
after 11:2-19, and in which Jesus reproves unrepentant cities who have
witnessed but rejected his mighty works. 20 So the form of Matthew 11: 19 is
the product of the evangelist's intervention, and this intervention has significant theological overtones. Above all, the correlation between rd eeya roii
Xewrov and rd eeya T~~ UOfjita~ automatically intensifies the rapprochement
between Jesus the ·messiah and wisdom. This rapprochement is not yet a
straight equation, in view of avr~~ (Mt. 11: 19). 21 But it is a rapprochement
which we can, as it were, see growing closer before our eyes as Matthew
brings together some traditions which view Jesus as the person sent by, but
not the same as, wisdom, 22 and others (for example, Mt. 11:28-30 23 ) where
the equation has probably already been established. 24 All the more
interesting, incidentally, is Luke's determined faithfulness to the less
developed christological viewpoint.
Here then is a case where literary setting puts us on the track of a
divergence in the tradition of one and the same saying, and consequently on
the track of an extended tradition-historical development. In the process, not
only are important questions about method posed and answered, but also
important restraints imposed on any attempt to construct too neat a
sequence in terms of time and place. By this I mean the following: (a) While
Q and Luke are witnesses to the existence of a christology which does not
go beyond the view that Jesus is a messenger of Wisdom to the "Jesus =
Wisdom" equation, Matthew is a witness to the survival of both schemes in
one and the same community without the more developed pattern
obliterating the less developed one. (b) With pre-Pauline material acting as a
witness to the remarkable earliness of the stage at which the "Jesus =
Wisdom" scheme was constructed, it is important to see that schemes later
in time can still be more primitive in content. Tempting though it must have
been to make the synoptic Jesus claim pre-existence or agency in creation as
did the pre-Pauline material, and later indeed the Johannine Jesus, the first
three evangelists still hold back. (c) Luke (a Gentile Christian) and Q
(belonging perhaps to a Hellenistic Jewish Christian environment) have in
common the view that Jesus was simply a messenger of Wisdom; Matthew's
community stands at the point of convergence of this and the more
developed view. Therefore we have to learn to live with a greater degree of
raggedness at the edges and a less neat evolutionary process than would
emerge if we envisaged a straight and consecutive development from Jesus
to the Aramaic-speaking and Hellenistic Jewish-Christian outlooks and ultimately to the Gentile Christian position. Not only were the early corn170
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munities mixed in membership (as the Pauline correspondence also
demonstrates), but they were also communities within which spectrums of
membership probably varied in theology.

2.

AN EXAMPLE OF HISTORICAL UNIQUENESS.

The visit of Mary Magdalene to Jesus' tomb on the first Easter morning
is a case in point this time. Since it is an unrepeated occurrence there is in
principle the possibility that the different accounts may form a traditionhistorical sequence. This is, incidentally, by no means ruled out if the
traditions prove capable of harmonization, .for the differing perspectives of
the various traditions could still form such a sequence; but it is positively
required if, as D. F. Strauss 25 argued with characteristic vigour long ago,
harmonization proves impossible.
Now the timing of the visits of Mary to the tomb in Mark 16:1-8 and
John 20: 1f. means that they represent one and the same event, and the content of each tradition reinforces this view. The incident in John 20: 1f. could
not have happened before the Mark 16:1-8 one, for it would be absurd for
the women to speculate about how the stone might be moved away (Mk.
16:3) if it had already been seen to be moved (John 20:2); equally, it would
be absurd for the women to set out to anoint a body (Mk. 16:1) which was
already known by at least one of them to be no longer there (Jn. 20:2). But
the John 20:1f. incident could not have happened after the Mark 16:1-8
one, for the words of Mary (Jn. 20:2), "They have taken the Lord out of the
tomb and we do not know where they have laid him", far from presupposing
the angelic message announcing resurrection (Mk. 16:6), show that "the
thought of a resurrection did not enter her head". 26 Attempts to achieve a
harmony between the traditions have certainly been made. Thus Z. C.
Hodges has argued for a decision by Mary not to tell of the angelic vision, 27
but this falls foul of Luke 24:23, not to mention Matthew 28:9f., and it also
leaves us wondering why at the later stage Mary is still consumed with
anguish and grief and still genuinely convinced that the body has been stolen
(Jn. 20:11, 13). For similar reasons, D. Guthrie has suggested that Mary set
out for the tomb and then, seeing the stone moved, rushed back to the disciples and left her companions to see and hear the angel. 28 But this attempt
at harmonization only produces disharmony with Luke 24:9f. It therefore
seems to respect the intentions and the contents of each tradition rather
more if we accept that one and the same event has been presented by means
of divergent traditions, and that the forms and functions of each must be
determined within the tradition-historical process.
To determine these forms and functions means taking into account a
number of possibilities, and to decide between these means a more
protracted investigation than we can accommodate here. Suffice to mention
two possibilities: (a) If John 20:3-10 were treated as separable and then
removed from the narrative, John 20:1f., 11ff. could then be taken as one
unit which has been remodelled to accommodate the intervening passage.
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This underlying unit with its reference to Mary and the angels could then be
taken as parallel to, but later in composition than, Mark 16:1-8. Since this
latter passage may itself have been subject to editorial modification - for instance, an intrusion may have occurred with verse 7, or even with verses 1,
4, 5, 7 and 8b, 29 or with some other combination - the tradition-historical
sequence might consist of a primary pre-Markan unit which was then
modified by literary means into the present Markan unit (with or without a
lost ending!), which in turn developed, but not by direct literary intervention,
into the Johannine form. 30 The theological and apologetic considerations
which were in force at each stage would then need to be uncovered. (b)
Alternatively, it could be that John 20:11-14a, a passage which plays little
part in the chapter as a whole, is itself an editorial bridge passage based on
general acquaintance with synoptic data and leading to the appearance of
Jesus to Mary, an event presented in a separate and self-sufficient unit of
tradition in Matthew 28:9f. In this case, John 20:1f. might also represent a
separate independent unit complete in itself, 31 which could then be
correlated with Mark 16:1-8 as a whole. If so, one possibility worthy of
consideration is that John 20:1f. is more or less the earliest form of the
tradition, 32 and a form which is uninfluenced by post-Easter convictions and
unhampered by the historical-critical objections 33 often felt to be involved in
Mark 16: 1-8. On this showing the tradition-historical sequence would be
from John 20:1f. to the pre-Markan form, and then to Mark, and then to the
versions of Matthew and Luke.
Here then is another example of the tradition-historical enquiry in action.
Certainly there is room for legitimate difference of opinion among scholars
as to the actual pattern of the tradition-historical development, but there can
be no doubt that the content of the gospel tradition itself demands that the
attempt to discover one be made.

Ill. Which Community?
The attempt to establish criteria by means of which traditions might be
attributed to Jesus, to the Palestinian community, to Hellenistic JewishChristian communities or to Gentile Christian communities, is beset with
formidable difficulties and is probably incapable of producing firm results.
In part this is due to the nature of contemporary Judaism, and in part to the
nature of primitive Christianity. To the degree that we do know something
of each we can detect an extremely fluid and flexible situation in both, and to
the degree that we do not know enough about each any observations are
bound to be tentative. Again and again it is apparent that it is easier to
replace old certainties with new uncertainties than to produce assured
results, and it is as well to be open about this. Perhaps a few observations
along this line may help.
(1) The distinction between Palestinian and Hellenistic Judaism cannot
be treated as absolute. Long-established "Hellenistic" influence inside
Palestine is a firm datum by the time the Christian movement begins. One
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has only to recall the non-Palestinian origin of prominent Jewish leaders
(e.g. the high priest Ananel or the great Hillel, both of whom came from
Babylon), or the movements of distinguished rabbis in and out of Palestine
(e.g. Joshua ben Perahjah in b.Sanh. 107b), or the wide adoption of nonSemitic loan-words, or the occurrence of so-called Hellenistic terminology
and thought forms at Qumran, or the existence of a Hellenistic synagogue in
Jerusalem (Acts 6:9). 34 The openness of the channels of communication is
also suggested by the evidence of the hold kept by the Jerusalem authorities
on the Diaspora (Acts 9:2; 28:21). It is not to be thought that all influence
or "Hellenistic" thinking was shaken off with the dust of a person's feet
when he crossed the frontiers of Palestine. And if Judaism is not susceptible
to division into totally separate and water-tight compartments, it is not to be
thought that nascent Christianity could be. For the varied phenomenon of
Judaism was the most prominent feature of the circumstances within which
the growing Christian church developed, and theological development was,
in part at least, a response to circumstances.
(2) Distinctions between one sort of community and another may have
been less significant than distinctions within communities. And while internal distinctions are likely to have brought about creative interaction between
varieties of emphasis and even confrontation and controversy, there are
clear signs in the gospels of processes of accommodation and conciliation.
Not that such processes were bound to be successful, but the fact that they
were necessary confirms that different views could be maintained within a
single community. An example of this is the rigorist tendency which emerges
in material like Matthew 5:18f. (cf. the comments above on Mt. 23:2f.), a
point of view which is preserved rather than suppressed by both Q and
Matthew, and even in a reduced form by Luke (Lk. 16: 17). 35 Yet in all these
documents material of this sort is set alongside other material whose
perspective is different. This is a particularly illuminating issue because the
spectrum of opinion existing within the Matthaean (non-Palestinian Jewish?)
community seems to mirror the spectrum existing within the early Jerusalem
community. That the leadership could safely stay in Jerusalem after a
persecution dispersed those who were "liberal" in the matters affecting law
and temple (Acts 8:1) strongly suggests that they were inoffensively conservative and advocates of a Matthew 5:18f.-type position. The judgment we
make on the relative faithfulness to Jesus of the apostles and of the Stephen
group will have a big influence on our decision about the authenticity of
Matthew 5:18f., but for the present it is enough to note that the pre-persecution period in Jerusalem was one when differing outlooks co-existed inside
one Christian community. The upshot is consequently that it is more advisable to speak of variant theological schemes or developing trends than to
allocate the different patterns to separate slots.
(3) There is no automatic means of deciding whether material containing
Semitisms belongs to Jesus or to the Aramaic-speaking communities. Equally, the absence of Semitisms or, say, the use of the LXX does not
demonstrate a non-Semitic or non-Jesus point of origin. Any writer may
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reformulate tradition in his own language or idiom, and he may equally adjust scriptural quotations and allusions to conform to the received biblical
text in use in his own community. But the existence of tradition is not
thereby disproved.
To sum up, Christianity was born into an exceptionally varied world of
thought, and itself responded - indeed, within a missionary context, could
not but respond -to that variety. It could no more preserve a compartmentalized character than the environment did. As far as tradition-history is
concerned, the text of the New Testament permits us to reconstruct
developments and successive stages of theological reflection, but not to be
too confident about assigning these successive developments to specific
areas or times.

IV. Suggested Criteria for Sayings of Jesus
The criteria for distinguishing Jesus-material from later church
developments are still vigorously debated, 36 and uncertainty about this
fundamental issue of method is in no small way the cause of the marked
variation in the conclusions of various scholars, and ultimately the cause of
the pessimistic declaration that "faith cannot and should not be dependent
on the change and uncertainty of historical research."
The criterion of dissimilarity has been formulated in a particularly clearcut manner by R. H. Fuller: "Traditio-historical criticism eliminates from
the authentic sayings of Jesus those which are paralleled in the Jewish tradition on the one hand (apocalyptic and Rabbinic) and those which reflect the
faith, practice and situations of the post-Easter church as we know them
outside the gospels." 37 It will be noticed that this lays down dissimilarity as
a necessary condition, and takes material outside the gospels as the primary
data for the life of the church. But these are two of a range of considerations
which call the dissimilarity criterion in question. Firstly, the deceptive
simplicity of this test should not mask the fact that at most it can produce
the distinctive Jesus but cannot guarantee the characteristic Jesus. And
since there can be no assurance, nor indeed any likelihood, that Jesus
overlapped in no way with contemporary Judaism and contributed nothing
to primitive Christianity, the distinctive Jesus can hardly be the historical
Jesus. 38 Secondly, by separating the "distinctive Jesus" (who is wrongly
assumed to be the historical Jesus) from what functions as the
"characteristic community", it is a necessary presupposition of the method
that the community members must have regarded authentic Jesus-material
as neither vital nor important, since they did not ground their life and faith
upon it. In effect, Easter becomes the point of discontinuity. But that is very
doubtful since (a) H. Schiirmann has rightly drawn attention to the
pre-Easter beginnings of the community based upon a response to Jesus and
his words, and the consequent sociological continuity, 39 and (b) whatever
else Easter was not, it certainly was about the vindication of Jesus, his
pre-Easter cause and his pre-Easter words. Thirdly, it is not possible to
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salvage continuity by proposing, for example, an evolution from pre-Easter
implicit christology to post-Easter explicit christology. 40 For if the
post-Easter community members were correct, as is suggested, to regard
Jesus as the messiah on the basis of what he had said and done, it follows
that such implications must have been intended deliberately by Jesus, and
that the disciples could just as easily have drawn the correct inference before
Easter. Fourthly, the gospels themselves belong to the living experience of
the communities, and it is highly doubtful whether anything at all within
tqem can fail to represent the standpoint of some one community. 41 As a
consequence, the dissimilarity principle should logically produce one and
only one result. That is, concerning the historical Jesus we know absolutely
nothing. In view of the truly radical nature of this result which the dissimilarity criterion inevitably constructs, it is not surprising to see that its
continued existence in principle has had to be allied to its tacit abandonment
in practice. Thus: (a) R. H. Fuller declares that in the authoritative 'Aprfv
"Jesus pledges his whole person behind the truth of his proclamation. This
formula has certainly been added secondarily to some of Jesus' sayings, as a
synoptic comparison will show. But it cannot be doubted that it was
characteristic of the historical Jesus." 42 But surely secondary additions
imply that the word figures in community theology, and that consequently
what Fuller says cannot be doubted can, and indeed by the criterion of dissimilarity should, be doubted. (b) H. Conzelmann has analysed and assessed
sayings which refer to "the Father", "my Father", and "your Father". 43
None of the first group, he suggests, goes back to Jesus. Nor do any of the
second group, though somewhat surprisingly he writes: "If the form of address goes back to Jesus ...." In the third group, Conzelmann with obvious
reserve allows that Matthew 5:48; 6:32 and 23:9 may go back to Jesus. But
with much greater, and therefore rather surprising, confidence he then
affirms: "There is no doubt that Jesus designated God as 'Father'." But surely again, by the criterion of dissimilarity, there must be some doubt.
References to "Father" should be treated as inauthentic because of their
overlap with Judaism, and references to "Abba" should be treated as inauthentic because of their overlap with Aramaic-speaking and Pauline
Christianity, as attested by Romans 8:15 and Galatians 4:6. 44 (c) N. Perrin
has argued that the coming of the kingdom is an authentic element in Jesus'
preaching, and has used the ·dissimilarity criterion to ground such an argument, first of all, on the verbal distinction between the kingdom's "coming"
(so, Jesus) and its "being established" (so, Judaism); secondly, on the Jesustradition's use of the "kingdom" as "a comprehensive term for the blessings
of salvation", which is only rarely paralleled in Judaism; thirdly, its application to "the final act of God in visiting and redeeming his people". 45 But
while the distinction between Judaism and Jesus in respect of the future
coming of the kingdom is probably over-emphasized here, it is the impossibility of distinguishing Jesus from the church on this point which
jeopardizes the argument. Indeed Perrin appears to be aware of precisely
this Achilles' heel in his thesis, when he writes: "A reasonable explanation is
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that usages of 'Kingdom of God' characteristic of the teaching of Jesus and
not of the early Church live on in the synoptic tradition. This does not mean,
of course, that even in the Kingdom sayings the tradition suddenly becomes
historically reliable. If the Church had not had her own use for the sayings,
she would not have preserved them, and if they could not have been made
expressive of his purposes, no evangelist would have used them." 46 It is that
last sentence which makes the fatal concession. For once it is allowed that
the coming of the kingdom is indeed a theme of early Christian theology and who can doubt that "May your kingdom come" (Mt. 6:10 = Lk. 11 :2) is
the church's prayer, even though it involves all three features listed by
Perrin?- then there are only two options open: Either accept a line of continuity from Jesus to the church, which rules out the criterion of dissimilarity, or apply the criterion of dissimilarity, which rules out the line of continuity. If the second option is chosen, yet more material drops out of the authentic Jesus-tradition. And we are left to move step by step with inexorable certainty, but surely with increasing disquiet, to the truly radical conclusion
mentioned above: that is, concerning the historical Jesus we know absolutely nothing.
The criterion of multiple attestation, i.e. whether or not a saying occurs in
more than one independent strand of gospel tradition, cannot be tested independently of the assessment of the dissimilarity test. For traditions which
are unrelated in literary terms could still emerge as an independent but common response to similar problems or insights. But if the logical possibility of
a line of continuity from Jesus to the church is accepted, multiple attestation
may have a part to play. For it can suggest that a deep impression has been
made by a particular saying or theme, or that an earlier archetype exists
behind the various forms, an archetype which is closer in time to the beginnings of the tradition. Even here, of course, the tradition-historical enquiry
must at some stage take over, as the examples quoted earlier demonstrate.
The same necessity is clearly indicated by the variations within multiple
attestation in the cases of, for example, the traditions of the anointing (Mk.
14:3-9; Lk. 7:36-50; Jn. 12: 1-8) or the saying about btasphemy against
the Spirit (Mk. 3:28f; Mt. 12:31f. = Lk. 12: 10). One must also add in connection with multiple attestation that using it can only produce eccentric
results if it is taken to mean the laying down of a necessary condition.
The criterion of coherence also lacks the force to operate as a primary
test, for it depends upon the existence of material which is already proved to
be authentic, and with which other material may cohere. It can, however,
prove useful in such circumstances. Thus, if a series of features of "Son of
man" sayings can be shown to be among features of Jesus' mission in such a
way that the only extra element in those sayings is the actual term "Son of
man" itself, it is bound to be extremely difficult to dismiss all such "Son of
man" sayings as in authentic. 47 On the negative side, suggestions of a lack of
coherence have to be used with caution, for, as M. D. Hooker and R. S. Barhour have pointed out, there is a risk of supposing incoherence when in fact
there is paradox. 48 But equally, one must be alive to the risk of too freely
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invoking paradox in such a way as to attempt to reconcile the irreconcilable.
The problems which emerge during any critical examination of criteria
might suggest that there is no future for the enquiry except in pessimism or
even agnosticism. But this would, I believe, be more sceptical than is
necessary, though it must be conceded that any reconstruction of the content of Jesus' message or the shape of his mission will involve much that is
tentative.
Dissimilarity is, as already noted, a doubtful tool when the relationship
between Jesus and the post-Easter churches is under scrutiny. It also has
some drawbacks in respect of a discussion of his relationship with Judaism,
in view of the incompleteness of our knowledge of J udaism. But even though
our understanding of Judaism must remain open to modification and
supplementation, we can do no more than work from what we actually do
know. And if we do that we can begin by taking account of that gospel
material which, after the tradition-historical investigation has got as far as
establishing the earliest form of the tradition, marks a deviation from the
basic principles of Judaism. Now certainly that earliest form may represent
the outlook of some person or community after Easter. But if there is no
reason to suppose that anything intrinsic to Easter as such has created the
tradition, we are bound to ask what decisive impulse may have led to such a
new development and deviation from Judaism. And the most probable
answer to that question is Jesus. It is important to be clear about what we
are doing. That is, dissimilarity is not being regarded as necessary. It is
merely being taken as a starting-point in the discussion of the relationship
between the tradition and Judaism, and it is at the same time being
supplemented by considerations of evolutionary continuity (not dissimilarity) in the relationship between Jesus and the churches. As an example one could take legal material. Mark 7: 15 is a saying widely regarded as
radical vis-a-vis the law. 49 It could theoretically be the product of Pauline
influence, in view of the comparable outlook expressed in Romans 14:14.
But instead of arguing that this deviation from the law is a post-Easter construction (which a consistent use of the dissimilarity criterion in a necessary
sense should oblige us to do), we ask what could have moved Mark and
Paul to take such a view. The most probable answer is Jesus, so that behind
this material there can be heard his ipsissima vox. By the same method one
could confidently attribute radical positions on divorce and discipleship ( 1
Cor. 7:10b, 11b; Mk. 10:2-9; Lk. 16:18 and Mt. 8:22 = Lk. 9:60) to Jesus.
With multiple attestation (used positively rather than actually required) adding strength to the argument that in these sayings critical of law and tradition we do hear his voice, we have confidence in a wide range of gospel
material which expresses this position. And we are, incidentally, working
forward by this means to a position which stands some chance of explaining
adequately post-Easter phenomena. That is a substantial advance.
To this modified use of the dissimilarity test there can be added considerations of coherence. That is, we assess next the material whose most
primitive form coheres with the theological presuppositions and explicit
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affirmations in the material already secured as authentic tradition. Again
there are admittedly margins for error at every stage of the process, but this
argumentation is not unique in that respect. Certainly coherence can lead
too far, and should only be operated on the basis of a clear understanding of
what sort of documents the gospels are. And, of course, there must also be a
coherence of the context presupposed by a tradition with the context of
Jesus' mission, as well as a coherence of content. But at least the use of
coherence, after dissimilarity to Judaism has been explored, does offer certain advantages: (a) It allows for the incorporation of other material reflecting similarity between Jesus and Judaism. (b) It allows for the continuity
between Jesus and some at least of the post-Easter Christian developments.
And, as we have seen, no collection of criteria which prohibits in advance
such factors can hope to do justice to the historical Jesus as he was in
himself and as he participated in the development of events and ideas of his
time.
All this is but the beginning of a process which is arduous and exacting.
The suggestions above are but guidelines, and the implementation of them is
just as certain to allow room for judgment by the individual, and therefore
room for disagreement between individuals, as any other suggestions. For
this we must settle, even if it seems by comparison with older but, in view of
the character of the gospels, unrealistic certainties to be unsettling. But it
does at least have the merit of recognizing that the gospels do belong to
Jesus and also to the churches. For Jesus this means that he is seen as not
merely historisch, a figure of the past, but also one whom we can see within
the developing tradition as truly geschichtlich, that is, a person whose
relevance is explored and exploited ever and again in places far removed
from Galilee and Jerusalem and in times long after A.D. 30.
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